◆ Border Removal

<Function>

This function removes the black borders, formed during scanning or copying, from around the images.

【Blank Sheet】

A torn sheet  Fill with Surrounding color

<ICP Setting Procedures>

Refer to

1. Click “Scan” at the left side. The “New Document – Scan” dialog box is displayed.
2. Click “Scan Setting”.
4. Check “Border Removal” and “Tone Paper Correction” in “Image Filter”.
5. Click “OK”
6. Click the “Start” button to begin scanning.

<Notes>

- If [Automatic] is selected for [Mode] of [Border Removal], the function may not work satisfactorily depending on the images to be scanned.
- If [Automatic] is selected for [Mode] of [Border Removal] and there are any dark areas on the peripheries of the document, those areas also may be removed.
- If [Fixed Width] is selected for [Mode] of [Border Removal], this function cannot be used with Long Paper.
- The function may not work properly if there is any foreign matter on the reference plate/roller and/or flatbed sheet when documents are scanned by the scanner. In a case like this, clean the reference plate/roller and/or flatbed sheet. (Refer to the scanner's documentation.)